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In this article， it’s the purpose to find out the features of sketching in 
Chinese landscape painting base on analyzing the different opinions and 
methods between Chinese traditional painting and West traditional painting. To 
put forward several realistic sketching methods through analyzing the position 
and functions of sketching in Chinese landscape painting development history, 
analyzing the actuality of Chinese landscape painting development. Through 
absorbing the sketching experiences of ancient painters and base on the 
experiences of the author himself on Chinese landscape sketching. Offer these to 
other artists as reference in both teaching and creating and hope to accelerate the 
prosperity of Chinese landscape creation with them together.  
This article is composed of three sections: 
The first section is to discuss the position of sketching in Chinese 
landscape’s development history and its realistic significance. The opinions of 
experiencing nature， researching nature and describing nature had occurred in 
ancient china. There were some landscape painters and art theorists in each 
dynasty were insisting and developing the theories and practices on landscape 
sketching and got notable achievements.  Nowadays， sketching is significance 
in both education and creation of Chinese landscape. 
The second section is to compare the different standpoints toward sketching 
between traditional Chinese and West painting， that is the former emphasize on 
copying reality while the later stress on expressing author’s emotion; the former 
requires to use scientific and strict methods to make sketch while extensive 
methods can be use in the later. Then， point out that the subjectivism， lyricism 
and imagist are the main features of Chinese landscape. It’s only after learning 
the features of Chinese landscape sketching and letting it to keep away from that 
of West can let it avoid being dissimilated.  













specifically. General to say， Chinese landscape painters tend to use the 
imaginative methods to express their ideas. There aren’t many theories about 
landscape sketching in ancient china. Now， I like to put forward some 
sketching methods of Chinese landscape in this article base on analyzing the 
sketching methods of West painting as comparison， researching and analyzing 
the ancient theories and practices in this area， and on my own experiences on 
landscape sketching: 1. To make sketch after observing the mountain from all 
angles. 2. To make sketch creatively facing landscape. 3. To educate the senses 
of Chinese poem and Chinese painting through communicating with nature 
peacefully. 4. To travel continually. Only these methods can be suitable to the 
features of Chinese landscape that emphasize on expressing the hole and essence 
of object， and its features of subjectivism， lyricism， imagist and literature. 
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①
 见《中国山水画史》 陈传席 著 天津人民美术出版社。 
②
 见《中国山水画史》 陈传席 著 天津人民美术出版社。 
③
 见《中国山水画史》 陈传席 著 天津人民美术出版社。 
④ 见《中国美学史大纲》 叶朗 著 上海人民出版社。 
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 见《中国山水画史》 陈传席 著 天津人民美术出版社。 

















































































                                                        


























































































































                                                        
①
 见《傅抱石画论》 陈履生 编著 河南美术出版社。 
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